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Best vegetarian cookbooks For beginners, families, students and more | The
Independent
Budding young cooks will love the variety of healthy, vegetarian and easy-to-make meals in The Vegetarian Cookbook. Each recipe is carefully
put together by an expert author and we have a nutritionist on board to check there's a balance of vitamins, minerals, protein, and carbs throughout
the book. Food fact files and helpful tips throughout the book give advice on how to achieve a balanced diet, ensuring every nutritional need is
covered for growing young minds and bodies. The pre-teen and teenager categories are often forgotten, but this all-encompassing vegetarian



cookbook fills that gap by suggesting foods that will help with concentration, developing hormones, and overall mental well-being. So cook up a
storm with this fresh, simple and nutritious vegetarian cookbook! Published by DK Children. Hardback eBook. Things you buy through our links
may earn us a commission. To find the best vegetarian and vegan cookbooks , we spoke with plant-focused chefs and cookbook authors about
their favorites.

The recipes by Israeli-born British chef Yotam Ottolenghi were mentioned by a couple of our chefs, including David Lee of Planta , in Miami
Beach, and Stacy Seebode , a Michelin-trained private chef, who particularly loves this cookbook. The plant-based recipes within are not only
gluten-, dairy-, and refined sugar-free, but also happen to look impressive on a plate. Some of her favorites include the dill, mint, and lime zucchini,
artichoke tarragon, fennel cilantro, sweet corn and basil, and golden cashew dip with chili and lime. Cohen describes this book as less one you can
cook your way through and more one you can use to elevate your vegetarian cooking techniques. When it comes to vegan cookbooks, two of the
chefs we spoke to recommend Raw , which was co-written by Charlie Trotter and Roxanne Klein. Adam Sobel, the vegan chef behind the now-
shuttered Cinnamon Snail food truck , says this cookbook by Robin Robertson is one that any aspiring vegan should check out.

Even the least experienced vegan cook will find it useful, Sobel assures. Another beginner-friendly option for vegan cooks is this collection of
Food52 dishes. This cookbook is one Claiborne herself recommends. I have never had a recipe flop and it is always my go-to cookbook
recommendation. The book is organized by course and may be of particular interest to sweet-tooths because it has a comprehensive dessert
section. Laris says vegan cooks who are looking to try recipes that are a bit more niche should consider this cookbook by Moon Juice founder
Amanda Chantal Bacon.

The Best Vegetarian Cookbooks for | Food & Wine

The focus is on flavour, sustainability and affordability as opposed to vegetarianism. Meat and fish just happen to not be needed, thanks very
much. The recipes have been designed for modern read: time-poor, curious and often rut-inhabiting home cooks, meaning they avoid fuss and
complexity and embrace speed and ease. Most can be cooked in one pot, pan or tray and with a modest investment of time. There are pages filled
with short and concise ideas for using up budget-friendly but commonly wasted vegetables as well — from potatoes to cauli and squash. If your
mission to eat more veggie meals is motivated by the pursuit of health, then you might find all the nutritional stats at the bottom of each recipe
helpful.

There are plenty of low fat, low calorie dishes that come packed with the good stuff. If you often run low in confidence in the kitchen, know that
the methods here leave no room for error. With a family hailing from Gujarat — an Indian state with a millennia-old vegetarian food culture — and
a childhood spent in an English farming village, Meera brings together the best of both culinary worlds in this veg-led Indian cookbook. Using the
resourcefulness and ingenuity her Indian mother put into practice when she moved to the UK in the Seventies, Meera has come up with a
catalogue of fresh-tasting and happily achievable Indian-inspired recipes that make the most of British-grown ingredients with the odd easy-to-find
Indian staple thrown in too. Darjeeling momos are stuffed with shredded carrot, cabbage, spring onion and paneer, while cauliflower korma with
blackened raisins breathes new life into the humble brassica.

Recipes are really easy to follow and avoid speciality ingredients and equipment, making them an ideal way for UK home cooks to take vegetables
in all kinds of new directions and inject some serious punch into mealtimes. As opposed to avoiding meat or dairy, these recipes are instead about
packing our plates with as many fresh, vibrant and nutritious vegetables as possible. This inclusive book, then, is not only a great shout for
vegetarians but also vegans and those with gluten intolerances. The main meals, salads, soups, sides and small plates here reimagine popular
veggies, seeing them prepped and cooked in new and tempting ways and showing off their versatility and appeal. Lesser-used grains are given a
deserving platform too — such as pearled spelt, which is put to work in a pea, lemon and hazelnut riff on risotto. No longer will you automatically
reach for the burgers and sausages when you light those coals, and nor will corn on the cob or halloumi be your vegetarian go-to's unless, perhaps
they appear in Mexican-spiced skewers or a watermelon and lime-pickled onion salad, that is.

Instead, Charred aims to prove that the alchemy at play when cooking with smoke and coals can elevate vegetables just as much as it can a hunk
of brisket. Start with the smoky baba ganoush with crisp breads; sweet potato with spiced and caramelised red onion; and miso grilled aubergine
with sticky pumpkin seeds, and take it from there. This is one of the most-used cookbooks on our shelf right now — you can tell by its crinkled
and sauce-splattered pages. Inspiration comes courtesy of everywhere from Korea to India, China to Japan. That said, most dishes are fit for
speedy weeknight cooking and all are approachable to Western home cooks — strict authenticity is less of a priority than practicality and
accessibility for this Indian cook and food writer. With sections on noodles, curries, rice dishes and sides among others , the book also organises
some dishes by occasion for quick reference: think speedy dinners, picnic dishes, breakfasts and storecupboard creations, for instance.

The peanut and purple sprouting broccoli pad Thai, chilli tofu and aubergine larb with crispy shallot and peanut salad are go-tos for us, and every
time we flick through these pages another corner gets folded down. The Green Roasting Tin is made up of vegetarian and vegan recipes that see
the oven doing most of the heavy lifting.

Hands-on time peaks at half an hour in one case happily, most recipes call for just 10 minutes of prep and equipment is pretty much limited to a
knife, chopping board and that all-important roasting tin. Recipes are organised into categories of quick, medium and slow, so you can choose
them depending on how much time you have — or how urgently those hunger pangs need tending to. Recipe pairing suggestions help you to create
themed feasts think picnics, group lunches or seasonal eating, for instance although most recipes are more than substantial enough to fly solo.

Rather than focusing on cutting ingredients out of your meals, Green is all about what extras you can pack in — namely, more vegetables, fruits,
greengrocer bargains and garden gluts. And it does this with the restraints time and priorities satisfaction of busy home-cooks in mind, too. Base
recipes to batch and freeze are not only in attendance but come with different methods for reviving them from their icy slumber. One-pan meals,
minute recipes, frittatas and on-toast suggestions follow, all showcasing really easy and imaginative ways to prep, cook and pair veggies. With
slightly more involved dishes for weekends and a section to help you prep for the week ahead, Green is a modern and practical book that can not



only help you change up your meals but also the way you shop and cook.

And there are lots written about each of those three tactics, as well as on specific ingredients and their nuances. Dishes take the form of riffs on
classic meals traybake ragu made with mushrooms, carrots, lentils and grains, and aubergine dumplings alla parmigiana as well as novel,
imagination-sparking plates like melon and mozzarella salad with kasha and curry leaves, and stuffed aubergine in a curry and coconut dal. Get
those carrots lingering in your fridge drawer involved with a grater to make carrot, halloumi and dill balls perhaps, or root around in your store
cupboard to make chickpea and vegetable koftas. All of these books bring something different to the vegetarian cooking scene.

Need more kitchen inspiration? These are restaurant-caliber recipes that anyone can tackle, complete with vibrant photography that makes these
books worthy of coffee table display too. By Megan Soll Updated January 07, Each product we feature has been independently selected and
reviewed by our editorial team. If you make a purchase using the links included, we may earn commission. Save FB Tweet More. Vegetarian
Cookbooks Read on for some of our favorite vegetarian cookbooks to devour in Start Slideshow.

Vegetable Kingdom by Bryant Terry. Open Kitchen by Susan Spungen. My New Roots by Sarah Britton. Cool Beans by Joe Yonan. Ultimate
Veg by Jamie Oliver. Zaika by Romy Gill. Family by Hetty McKinnon. Cannelle et Vanille by Aran Goyoaga. In My Kitchen by Deborah
Madison. Sweet Potatoes by Mary-Frances Heck. Plenty and Plenty More by Yotam Ottolenghi. Replay gallery. Pinterest Facebook. Up Next
Cancel. By Megan Soll. Share the Gallery Pinterest Facebook. Skip slide summaries Everything in This Slideshow.

The Vegetarian Cookbook | DK UK

You could eat every meal for days with the delicious recipes in this cookbook. The food takes its inspiration from the far of places like Barbados,
Saint Lucia, and Trinidad, so you can find Caribbean sushi, cassava pancakes, cocktails, teas, and more. Barbadian chef Taymer Mason has
outfitted this book with more than recipes so you'll never have a boring meal again. Every recipe the Minimalist Baker, aka Dana Shultz, makes
must fit three requirements: It must require 10 ingredients or less, use just one bowl or pot, and take less than 30 minutes to prepare. What we're
getting at is, this is a great, easy cookbook for newbie vegetarians. A new kind of vegan eating is here! The Nobu restaurant empire is famous for
doling out creative, elegant, expertly-crafted dishes—and that's exactly the sort of food you'll find in chef Nobu Matsuhisa's first vegetarian
cookbook.

You'll find vegetables especially Japanese ones prepared every which way—pickled, steamed, roasted, boiled, fried. There are recipes for savory
dishes, of course, but also for veggie desserts and cocktails. After attending culinary school, Laura Wright worked in strictly vegan restaurants. In ,
she finally dropped her first cookbook to the delight of her blog followers. The vegetarian recipes for every meal of the day take into consideration
the different vegetables that come into season throughout the year. These are the eggplants seen 'round the world. When chef Yotam Ottolenghi
came out with Plenty in , you couldn't escape the cover—it was everywhere. And for good reason: Each of the plus recipes is better than the next,
and they're all organized by ingredient. Expect things like empanadas, tamales, churros, flan, and more in this easy-to-follow cookbook. For those
who really want to lean into that whole "pretentious vegetarian" role, this is your chance. Jeremy Fox earned his keep in Michelin-starred
restaurants, and his first cookbook is meant to "elevate" vegetables.

And, listen, he really does: There's a pickled grape and fig salad and king trumpet mushrooms in a bordelaise sauce. In this cookbook, author and
Chef Bryant Terry takes some of the most delicious recipes of the African diaspora and makes them vegan. His book not only features recipes for
things like delicious Muscovado-Roasted Plantains and corn grits, he also includes music recommendations and shares thoughts on how food can
build community. This is the second of the cookbooks that came out of that fame. Indian cooking is already a go-to for vegetarians, but some
recipes can be tricky to make. These ones have been simplified and use easy-to-find ingredients. This book was chef Chloe Coscarelli's love letter
to vegetables—and her attempt to debunk the idea that they're always bland.

The recipes she included are bold, in taste and in presentation. A favorite: the millennial pink beet pasta that broke the internet. Anna Jones has
managed the impossible: making kale somehow more enjoyable than mashed potatoes. I mean it! Food fact files are an added bonus, offering
insights into vitamins, minerals, proteins and carbs. For his latest book, Yotam Ottolenghi has teamed up with chef and core member of the
Ottolenghi test kitchen Ixta Belfrage, to create something beautiful, informative and truly inspiring. It features over impressively innovative, exciting
dishes which bring a new lease of life to everyday veg. Think romano pepper schnitzels, cabbage tacos with celeriac and date barbecue sauce,
hasselback beetroot and kimchi rice fritters.

The duo also explain how to get maximum flavour from food, looking at how different methods, flavour pairings and produce can elevate your
cooking. Discover recipes sure to please the whole family, like black bean chilli with lime salsa. If you prefer something sweet, try their recipes for
lemon pavlova or cherry and almond cake. About half of the recipes can be made vegan if you prefer. This cookbook contains over 80 recipes
such as garlic and tamarind soup, courgette kofta curry, beetroot and sweet potato korma and masala paneer.

Her vibrant dishes are nutritious and packed full of flavour. Genevieve Taylor shows us how to make the most of seasonal veg and grill up a meat-
free feast. Serve up whole roast cauliflower drenched in spiced garlic butter, griddled radicchio with burrata and figs, or corn on the cob with
Cambodian coconut, lime and chilli. These inventive dishes are perfect for creative chefs. Chef, broadcaster and food writer Roopa Gulati
introduces readers to the key techniques and ingredients in Indian cooking with this veggie cookbook.

Her flavourful dishes include twice-cooked cauliflower, saffron and almond masala; paneer and apricot koftas and traditional channa dal. Rukmini
Iyer brings us a collection of easy traybakes, the perfect solution for busy weeknight evenings. Simply chuck all your ingredients into a roasting tin
and let your oven do the work. Let veggies take the centre stage with this collection of seasonal recipes from award-winning chef Richard Buckley,
proprietor of the critically acclaimed vegetarian Acorn Restaurant in Bath. Best-selling author and presenter, Nigel Slater has compiled a selection
of comforting recipes perfect for the colder months. Warm up with a bowl of fiery udon noodles or polenta with garlic and mushrooms. Tuck into a
cosy dessert like creamy pudding rice with rosewater and apricots, or ginger cake with cardamom and maple syrup. For the warmer months, see



the Spring, Summer version to accompany.

With over recipes, this vegetarian cookbook is an encyclopedia of knowledge. Vegetables are the star of the show in recipes such as linguine with
mint and almond pesto, baby carrot risotto, new potato gnocchi and a a spring onion gallette. Try some inventive snacks and sides such as spinach
pasties, beetroot hummus or roast squash wedges. This review was last updated in November If you have any questions, suggestions for future
reviews or spot anything that has changed in price or availability, please get in touch at goodfoodwebsite immediate.

Sign in. Back to Recipes Apple recipes Butternut squash See more. Back to Recipes Easy dinners Quick and easy See more.

21 Best Vegetarian, Vegan Cookbooks, According to Chefs | The Strategist

These inventive dishes are perfect for creative chefs. Chef, broadcaster and food writer Roopa Gulati introduces readers to the key techniques and
ingredients in Indian cooking with this veggie cookbook. Her flavourful dishes include twice-cooked cauliflower, saffron and almond masala;
paneer and apricot koftas and traditional channa dal. Rukmini Iyer brings us a collection of easy traybakes, the perfect solution for busy weeknight
evenings. Simply chuck all your ingredients into a roasting tin and let your oven do the work. Let veggies take the centre stage with this collection
of seasonal recipes from award-winning chef Richard Buckley, proprietor of the critically acclaimed vegetarian Acorn Restaurant in Bath.

Best-selling author and presenter, Nigel Slater has compiled a selection of comforting recipes perfect for the colder months. Warm up with a bowl
of fiery udon noodles or polenta with garlic and mushrooms. Tuck into a cosy dessert like creamy pudding rice with rosewater and apricots, or
ginger cake with cardamom and maple syrup. For the warmer months, see the Spring, Summer version to accompany. With over recipes, this
vegetarian cookbook is an encyclopedia of knowledge. Vegetables are the star of the show in recipes such as linguine with mint and almond pesto,
baby carrot risotto, new potato gnocchi and a a spring onion gallette. Try some inventive snacks and sides such as spinach pasties, beetroot
hummus or roast squash wedges.

This review was last updated in November If you have any questions, suggestions for future reviews or spot anything that has changed in price or
availability, please get in touch at goodfoodwebsite immediate. Sign in. Back to Recipes Apple recipes Butternut squash See more. Back to
Recipes Easy dinners Quick and easy See more. Back to Recipes Cheesecakes Apple cakes See more. Back to Recipes Quick and healthy
Quick vegetarian See more. Back to Recipes Vegetable soups Healthy soups See more. Back to Recipes Chicken curry Pasta See more. Back to
Recipes Easy cocktails Smoothies See more. Back to Recipes Whole foods recipes Healthy dinners See more. Back to Recipes Vegetarian
dinners Quick vegetarian See more. Back to Recipes Vegan storecupboard Vegan baking See more. Back to How to Roast timer Conversion
guides. Back to Health Is air-frying healthy? Dairy-free diet Popular diets Healthy meal subscriptions Best vegan protein powders.

Home Review The best vegetarian cookbooks. Pre-order this one to start cooking in February. Jamie Oliver is a household name for a reason and
his first-ever vegetable-focused book is worthy of note. Indian vegan cooking gets the spotlight in this cookbook from Romy Gill. Flavorsome,
fresh, and healthy options make this book an easy choice for a vegetarian library. Hetty McKinnon shares hearty and healthy comfort food
powered by vegetables, with recipes like earthy miso brown butter pasta with sage and sticky banana golden syrup dumplings. Woven in with
family stories from home cooks around the world, these flavorful vegetarian meals will only enhance your cooking skills.

This book makes vegan cooking accessible, with easy building blocks and recipes for meatless and dairy-free diets. Learn to make everything
from sheet-pan dinners to sweets with a vegan twist. Anyone trying to cut back on meat consumption will love the mindful recipes in this book
from Aran Goyoaga, with gluten-free options and plenty of vegetable-centered breakfasts, lunches and dinners.

Page through recipes as well as menu ideas for people who love to host and cook for a crowd. Jenne Claiborne infuses her Southern food
traditions with plant-based ingredients to make the perfect mix of sweet, savory, and comfort food delights. These vegetarian-friendly takes on soul
food are worth making every week. As a farmer and a chef he shares how to get the very best of every vegetable at their peak, and with recipes
there is more than enough variety for all six seasons of harvesting. The latest edition adds a few updates with more vegan recipes, a section on teas
and smoothies, and full-color photos for inspiration from beginning to end.

These are restaurant-caliber recipes that anyone can tackle, complete with vibrant photography that makes these books worthy of coffee table
display too. By Megan Soll Updated January 07, Each product we feature has been independently selected and reviewed by our editorial team. If
you make a purchase using the links included, we may earn commission. Save FB Tweet More. Vegetarian Cookbooks Read on for some of our
favorite vegetarian cookbooks to devour in Start Slideshow. Vegetable Kingdom by Bryant Terry. Open Kitchen by Susan Spungen. My New
Roots by Sarah Britton.
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